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.NET Wrapper Class
Generator is an easy

to use application that
uses reflection and
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the.NET CodeDom to
generate.NET 2.0

classes that wrap one
or more other.NET

classes. The wrapper
class has all the

methods and
properties of the

wrapped class, plus
additional methods to
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do easy operations on
the wrapped class
such as getting or
setting a property.

.NET Wrapper Class
Generator

Requirements: .NET
Wrapper Class

Generator is designed
to be used with.NET
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Framework 2.0.
The.NET 2.0 runtime

is included in all
current versions of

Windows (2000, XP,
Vista). Installation:

.NET Wrapper Class
Generator runs from

the desktop. A
shortcut to the
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program is added to
the start menu. To
start.NET Wrapper

Class Generator,
double-click the

shortcut, or click the
program from the

Start menu. How to
Use: To generate the
wrapper class for a
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given.NET class,
follow these steps: 1.
Select the class, one
or more properties,

and one or more
methods to be

wrapped. 2. Select
Generate to create the

wrapper class. 3.
Select Generate
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Output from the right-
click menu. 4. Specify
a folder to be used to
store the generated

files. 5. Click Start to
generate the wrapper
class. The wrapper

class is placed in the
specified folder. .NET

Wrapper Class
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Generator Examples:
See the sample

wrapper class below
for a HelloWorld

class. The wrapper
class has a static

property that can be
set to a string. The
static property is

initialized to the string
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"Hello World". public
class HelloWorld {
public static string
Message = "Hello
World"; } .NET
Wrapper Class

Generator
Limitations:

Currently,.NET
Wrapper Class
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Generator does not
support the following:

Class, Type, Enum,
Assembly, Field,

Property, Method,
Constructor, or

Destructor. All Fields,
Methods, and

Properties will be
wrapped as Public
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Static Fields or Public
Static Methods. One
or more methods or
properties cannot be
parameterized with

ref or out. Class,
Enum, Type,

Assembly, Field,
Property, Method,

Constructor, or
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Destructor classes are
not supported as a
parameter in the

method or property to
be wrapped. .NET

Wrapper Class
Generator Limitations

Discussion: .NET
Wrapper Class

Generator does not
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currently support:
Automatic generation

of properties.
Automatic generation

of methods.

.NET Wrapper Class Generator [2022-Latest]

.NET Wrapper class
generator is a solution

for.NET developer
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who has to
generate.NET

wrapper classes for
existing.NET 2.0 and

3.5.NET type.
Features: .NET

Wrapper Classes are
generated for.NET 2.0
and 3.5 Framework by
using.NET CodeDom.
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.NET Wrapper
Classes can contain
properties, methods

and fields of the types
that they wrap. User-

friendly coding
interface is provided

by the generator
which makes it easy
for the user to create
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a.NET Wrapper Class
by just placing the
type(s) that will be
wrapped and the

access level of these
types in a text file.

.NET Wrapper
Classes inherit the
interfaces from the

source classes. In-built
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interface identifier
class to identify the

source type. Can
generate CLR, MAF

and
IClrInteropWrapper
Wrapper Classes for
the types. Generates
wrapper classes for
the types by using
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CodeDom
CodeBuilder Class at
runtime. VSTO for
Excel 2010.NET

Libraries SYSTEM R
ECOMMENDATION

S If you are using
Visual Studio 2010

you may get a
message that says you
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need to update your
Microsoft Office

System Component
Runtime (MSCORM)
(in the "References"
section of the Visual
Studio project) The

other Microsoft
Office System

components are not
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listed in the Add or
Remove Programs

dialog box. You can
access the component
manager by clicking

on Start, clicking
Control Panel, and

then clicking Add or
Remove Programs.

SYSTEM
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REQUIREMENTS
Windows XP

Professional SP2 or
Windows Vista,

Windows Server 2008
or Windows Server
2008 R2. You can

also use a free.NET
wrapper to call the

functions of the
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"Object Browser" of
a.NET type. The

Object Browser is
contained in the Micr
osoft.VisualStudio.To
ols.Applications.Obje
ctBrowser assemblies.

Using this free
wrapper the functions
of the Object Browser
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can be called just by
using the "Object

Browser" type. The
Object Browser is
implemented as a

wrapper class with a
public property that
accesses the Object
Browser by using
reflection. When
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calling the functions
of the Object Browser

you need to specify
the "object" as the

first parameter. If you
pass the "this"
parameter, the

wrapper will use the
type of the current
object. Here is a
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sample code that uses
the free.NET Object
Browser wrapper to
display the types and
members of a given

object. To display the
types and members of

a given object
77a5ca646e
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.NET Wrapper Class Generator 

.NET Wrapper Class
Generator is a FREE
application that
generates.NET
wrapper classes that
wrap one or more
other.NET classes.
.NET Wrapper Class
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Generator Software is
a easy to use
application that uses
reflection and
the.NET CodeDom to
generate.NET 2.0
classes that wrap one
or more other.NET
classes. .NET
Wrapper Class
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Generator
Description: .NET
Wrapper Class
Generator is a FREE
application that
generates.NET
wrapper classes that
wrap one or more
other.NET classes.
.NET Wrapper Class
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Generator Software is
a easy to use
application that uses
reflection and
the.NET CodeDom to
generate.NET 2.0
classes that wrap one
or more other.NET
classes. .NET
Wrapper Class
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Generator
Description: .NET
Wrapper Class
Generator is a FREE
application that
generates.NET
wrapper classes that
wrap one or more
other.NET classes.
.NET Wrapper Class
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Generator Software is
a easy to use
application that uses
reflection and
the.NET CodeDom to
generate.NET 2.0
classes that wrap one
or more other.NET
classes. .NET
Wrapper Class
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Generator
Description: .NET
Wrapper Class
Generator is a FREE
application that
generates.NET
wrapper classes that
wrap one or more
other.NET classes.
.NET Wrapper Class
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Generator Software is
a easy to use
application that uses
reflection and
the.NET CodeDom to
generate.NET 2.0
classes that wrap one
or more other.NET
classes. .NET
Wrapper Class
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Generator
Description: .NET
Wrapper Class
Generator is a FREE
application that
generates.NET
wrapper classes that
wrap one or more
other.NET classes.
.NET Wrapper Class
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Generator Software is
a easy to use
application that uses

What's New in the?

.NET Wrapper Class
Generator is an easy
to use application that
uses reflection and
the.NET CodeDom to
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generate.NET 2.0
classes that wrap one
or more other.NET
classes. It can
generate classes that
wrap any type that has
a parameterless
constructor. The
generated wrapper
class contains
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methods that access
the data members of
the wrapped classes
using Reflection.
These access methods
are organized into a
data structure that
facilitates easy
retrieval of a type of
data. The generated
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classes use more
memory than the
wrapped classes, but
this is easily remedied
using the properties of
the CodeDom. A
Visual Basic project is
included with the
demo application.
.NET Wrapper Class
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Generator
Requirements:
Microsoft.NET
Framework 2.0 or
greater .NET 2.0
CodeDom .NET
Reflection API
DotNetZip 1.5 or
greater .NET GAC
.NET Development
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Tools 1.0 or greater
Source Code:
The.NET Wrapper
Class Generator,
the.NET Assembly
Generator, and
the.NET Assembly
Loader are very
helpful applications to
deal with issues
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dealing with the
standard.NET
Framework. .NET
Class Library Creator
is an application for
creating custom.NET
assemblies and
libraries. It is a free
app that was
downloaded about
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53,000 times. .NET
Class Library Creator
Description: .NET
Class Library Creator
allows you to create
custom.NET
assemblies and
libraries. Simply drag
and drop the.NET
classes, types, and
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namespaces that you
want to include in
your assembly into the
Class Library
Designer. Build your
library and publish it
to a local directory or
directly to a web
server. .NET Class
Library Creator
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Requirements: .NET
Framework 2.0 or
greater .NET 2.0
CodeDom Source
Code: The.NET Class
Library Creator is a
handy tool to use if
you need to make
some changes to your
standard.NET
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framework. .NET
Visualizer is a free
app for both the
Windows and
Macintosh operating
systems. .NET
Visualizer
Description: .NET
Visualizer is a free
application that makes
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it easy to compare
two.NET assemblies.
It can open them and
display the names of
their classes and
members, their
methods and
properties, as well as
their code. .NET
Visualizer
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Requirements:
Microsoft.NET
Framework 2.0 or
greater .NET 2.0
CodeDom Windows
Macintosh Source
Code: .NET
Visualizer is a handy
tool to use if you need
to compare two.NET
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assemblies. .NET
Reflector
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System Requirements For .NET Wrapper Class Generator:

Minimum: OS:
Windows Vista 64bit
Processor: AMD
Athlon 64 3200+
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Recommended: OS:
Windows 7 64bit
Processor: Intel Core
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i3 3.1 GHz Memory:
4 GB RAM
Keyboard: Windows
Mouse: Windows
Supported Video
Cards: NVIDIA®
GeForce® GTX 550
Ti and/or GeForce®
GTX 560 NVIDIA®
GeForce® GT 635
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